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The IoT-node is our latest technology. It is able to connect one BoltSafe CMS sensor 
to The Things Network, KPN LoRa network or any other (private) LoRaWAN network. 
IoT stands for Internet of Things. We use the LoRaWAN technology, which stands for 
Long Range Wide Area Network. All it takes is connecting the IoT-node to the CMS 
sensor. When there is no LoRa connection available at the time and location of use, a 
LoRa gateway is added.

The acquired bolt load data is sent to the cloud a few times per hour. The data can be 
read out with any device that is connected to the internet (such as a PC, smartphone or 
tablet), as it can be accessed in a web-based portal. The IoT-node has its own battery 
with an extremely long battery life of approximately ten years, so no external power 
supply is needed. Optionally, the IoT-node can be connected to other cloud application 
servers by creating a custom solution. Our team is happy to help you out to make sure 
that your wishes can be realized.

How does the IoT-node work?
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Connect one BoltSafe CMS sensor to one IoT-node and it will send the bolt load data 
to a cloud network server continuously, a few times per hour. To read out this data, 
connect your internet-connected device to the server using a web portal.

This portal offers historical data of the sensor, including the bolt load in kN, the 
temperature of the sensor in °C, comparisons of information from multiple sensors, 
and it even shows the bolt load in graphs if desired.

This data can be exported to other devices. You can also set up (e-mail) notifications. 
The main benefits of the IoT-node are that its data can be read out anywhere, anytime 
and that no extra cables or software are needed to acquire the bolt load data.

How is the IoT-node used?
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Wireless Technology LoRaWAN V.1.0.2 Class A

Frequency bands EU686 and US915 (other bands on request)

IoT Platform
- Standard set for The Things Network
- Can be set for all other LoRaWAN  platforms

Configuration USB-C and free Windows software

Software
Can read DevEUI and set AppEUI and AppKey. Sends test 
messages.

Technical data IoT-node

Possibilities
Overview of all IoT-nodes owned by your company. 
Multiple accounts possible.

Measuring
Bolt load [kN] and temperature of a BoltSafe CMS sensor 
[°C]

Included storage
- 35,000 measurements (1 year, 4 measurements per hour)
- Plot graph
- Download CSV file

Set measuring interval 1 to 500 per day

Set alarms per account
- Load [kN], low and high value. Enable/Disable
- Temperature [°C], low and high value. Enable/Disable

Technical data Web Portal
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Temperature range -30°C to +70°C

Battery 3,6Vdc - 4.000 mAh - Li-SOCL2 - ER18505

Battery life 10 years at 48 measurements per day and SF7

Sealing IP67

Material Polycarbonate

Weight 228 gr

Dimensions 80 x 92 x 47 mm

Installation
- Direct on steel with magnets in the back
- Wall Mount with supplied brackets

Connection M12x1, 5P, Female connector (BoltSafe CMS standard)

Physical Characteristics


